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Fires in commercial kitchens are a typical event and can have devastating consequences for businesses. According to UK 
government insights, over half of all fires attended to by the fire administrators include cooking hardware, with a hefty portion 
of these happening in restaurants, canteens, hotel kitchens and fast food outlets. There is a high fire chance related with 
proficient cooking environment, as the potential for accidents is incredible in a quick paced, highly pressured environment. 
Join this with high volumes of combustible cooking oil, naked flares, and heat sources—and you have a formula for disaster. 
However, if you happen to own a restaurant, there is precautions you and your staff can follow to ensure the safety from a fire 
outbreak. Such have been enlisted below to aid the safety of both customers and workers.

Access your Premises Against Fire Hazard
When it comes to fire incidents, it is far better to prevent than curing it. If you are not sure on how to secure your restaurant business, 
this is where you really need fire evaluation. It is required by law that an expert find out the risk on your restaurant premises that could 
lead to fire incidents and how to relieve such occurrence. Taking note of such is very essential, it is also important to complete this 
with the aid of a qualified fire accessor.

 

Always Follow Manufacturer’s Instructions
In kitchens, there is unavoidably a considerable amount of equipment that could potentially be unsafe if badly introduced or abused. 
Cooking appliances and apparatus, for example, overs and profound fat fryers should dependably be appropriately introduced and 
utilized in accordance with the maker’s recommendation. Likewise, do not compromise with regards to maintenance. Caring for your 
hardware is essential to guaranteeing the wellbeing in the kitchen.

 

Be Extra Careful with Deep Fat Fryers
Profound fat fryers, typically used as a part of fast food outlets and eateries are typical reasons for kitchen fires. Stuffing them can 
prompt the oil being touched off and going up in flames. Once the fire has begun, it can spread rapidly, cause genuine danger of 
damage, and even passing. Take care to fill to the fitting level and never leave unattended to if in use. Also, if conceivable try and pick 
a fat fryer with a special system, built in to automatically turn off once the oil achieves a specific temperature, this stops overheating 
and lessens the danger of a fire.

Remote Power Shutdown in an Emergency
Latent fire insurance is critical to guarantee the layout of a kitchen averts fire and in addition, helping to contain fires and make the 
region safe. On the off chance that a fire begins, it is crucial that the power or gas supply can be shutdown remotely, to make the 
circumstance more secure for fire services and deflect a greater calamity.
 

Ventilation and Extractor Systems
In 1997, a fire broke out at a fast food eatery at London Heathrow. The flames spread from the ventilation shaft over a fat fryer, through 
the air pipes, practically conveying the whole airplane terminal to a halt. Because of its poor outline and absence of flame safety, the 
ventilation system enabled the fire to spread all through the terminal. This proves the significance of guaranteeing that ducting and 
extractor systems are designed with safety of fire in mind.

All Surfaces Should be Kept Clean and Tidy
Some people will leave without saying that a kitchen ought to be cleaned, yet extraordinary consideration must be paid to keep 
regions free of oil and grease. Buildup of oil inside cookers and broiler tops can prompt a fire, so normal cleaning of stoves and gear is 
basic. When all is said and done, the kitchens ought to be a clean environment, with no clutter that could block exits and prevent 
escapes in an emergency crisis. All cooking oil waste ought to be discarded appropriately and not be left on the premises for longer 
than its necessary.

Ensure Kitchen Staffs Wear Appropriate Clothing
Once more, in commercial kitchens, all stuff ought to be extremely comfortable with this essential security manage, yet in littler 
foundations, this might be less entirely directed. Free dress ought not to be worn while cooking, sleeves must be moved up and long 
hair tied back. Aprons are perfect for keeping garments far from flares.

Never Leave Cooking Unattended
The brilliant rule in averting both local and non-residential kitchen fires is to dependably focus on what you are doing. In a bustling 
eatery kitchen, this may not be simple, but clocks can be truly valuable to ready culinary experts when sustenance is prepared, to 
keep away from it being left in the oven for longer than it should. On the off chance that for any reason cooking must be abandoned, it 
is essential that all staff is told to turn off appliances and take dish off the warmth. Regardless of the possibility that you feel that you 
will just be away for a minute, it is ideal to be safe than sorry.

Make Sure Premises Are Secured At Night
As we all know that it is natural to forget to turn off the stove, it is vital that towards the end of every day, a last look at it is conveyed to 
guarantee all cooking appliances and equipment are appropriately turned off. Preferably this would be the obligation of the owner or 
the last individual to leave at night. Making an agenda for staff is a smart though tot guarantee the premises is secure.

Have Firefighting Equipment on Hand
If your best endeavors to keep a fire from beginning in the kitchen fail, at that point having the correct hardware to smother any blazes 
can make the diverse between a badly designed mess and a business ruined. Special fire extinguishers for Class F cooking fires are 
fundamental for business kitchens and fire covers are helpful for smaller container fires. All staff ought to be prepared in the best 
possible utilization of firefighting gear and know when a fire can be managed safely when it is best to get out.


